This ammunition tax is this state's usual attempt to grab money anywhere you can. It amazes me that you are going after all the law abiding firearm owners with a tax that solves NOTHING and just generates anger at politicians. This tax amounts to nothing more than a punishment on people that do not deserve it.

We all know that this is just an underhanded attempt to slow gun store traffic and put the stores out of business.

Ammunition can easily be purchased out of state thereby bypassing this unjust taxation. The people of Connecticut are done with being punished by their employees, aka you politicians. Do not forget that you are elected to work FOR us, not to ROB us.

This will turn out the same as the plastic bag tax, a big nothing for the state. It seems to me that this is just another misguided bill by people that don't have a clue which does nothing more than anger the constituents.

Thank you for reading my thoughts on this issue. Robert Phelan, Southbury, Ct.